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Customer Reviews

The print is a lot small than other typical music books, so it is not easy to read. Unwisely, I bought this book and Prokofiew’s Piano Solos at the same time and both of books are the same problem. I also found that some of music signs are missing like a natural sign. I’m very regretting because my daughter and her teacher have a difficult to read so they don’t use these books. I’m looking for same books published by a different company but no luck. I definitely won’t recommend to buy this book at all. Don’t buy a book published by Kalmus.

Great editing, and excellent binding. However it doesn’t contain Liszt's alternate cadenzas and secondary ending found in some editions. IMSLP has those copies, but unless you bind music yourself this is the best version you can find.
	nice!

Great printing and a wonderful edition.
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